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COHERENT NOISE ATTENUATION USING THE WAVELET TRANSFORM ON RADIAL BASIS

Lucas José Andrade de Almeida1, Rafael Rodrigues Manenti2 and Milton J. Porsani2

ABSTRACT. Radial transform rearranges amplitudes of seismic data, from distance-time domain to angle-time domain. Linear events in distance-time domain tend to
be sampled as a vertical event in angle-time domain, while seismic reflections maintain its original shape. Wavelet transform decomposes seismic data into sub-bands

which capture seismic events oriented in specific directions. Therefore, it provides an excellent framework for ground roll and swell noise segregation. For vertical events,
like ground roll, are isolated from horizontal events (reflections). This paper proposes a technique based on the joint implementation of wavelet and radial transforms,

taking advantage of both of them as to suppress coherent noise efficiently while preserving reflections. Results in form of shot-gathers, stacked sections and frequency
spectra attest the technique’s quality and limitations for coherent noise attenuation.
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RESUMO. A transformada radial faz um remapeamento das amplitudes do dado sı́smico do domı́nio espaço tempo para o domı́nio ângulo-tempo. Eventos lineares no

primeiro domı́nio tendem a ser amostrados como eventos verticais no domı́nio ângulo-tempo, enquanto as reflexões sı́smicas mantém sua forma original. A transformada

wavelet decompõe o dado sı́smico original em diferentes sub-bandas, que capturam eventos sı́smicos orientados em direções especı́ficas. Portanto, ela provê um
excelente domı́nio para a segregação do ground roll e swell noise , visto que eventos verticais, como este, são isolados dos eventos horizontais (reflexões). Este

trabalho propõe uma técnica baseada em uma implementação conjunta destas duas transformadas, utilizando suas vantagens de modo a suprimir o ruı́do coerente
eficientemente enquanto preserva as reflexões de interesse. Resultados expressos através de seções de tiro comum, seções empilhadas e espectros de frequência

atestam a qualidade da técnica proposta para a atenuação de ruı́dos coerentes.
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INTRODUCTION

Noise can be found virtually in every seismic section, and it
can occur due to several factors, such as background, receiver
malfunction or even natural conditions, usually classified in two
types: random noise, which occurs with no pattern, and coher-
ent noise, which has a set pattern. Seismic noise lowers data’s
signal-to-noise ratio, impairing several seismic processing work-
flow steps, such as velocity analysis (Yilmaz, 2001). While ran-
dom noise is generally simple to attenuate, often through a band-
pass filter, coherent noise may prove itself to be very resilient
to those, in which case it’s necessary to use other techniques to
achieve this goal.

Coherent seismic noise attenuation, specially ground roll
and swell noise, has been a present topic in most of seismic
processing research for a long time, and several methods were
proposed to achieve this purpose. In special, methods using
Fourier transform are traditional. Those include f-k filtering, win-
dowed f-k filtering, frequency filtering, among others (Yilmaz,
2001). Although somewhat efficient, those methods also require
fine-tuning to specific dataset and produce artifacts in solution
(Askari & Siahkoohi, 2008).

Radial transform changes seismic data from distance-time
domain (XT) to angle-time domain (RT), making linear events
show as vertical events, and conserving horizontal events
(Henley, 1999). This property renders radial transform useful for
events separation, for example, upgoing and downgoing wave-
fields (Ottolini, 1979) Radial transform can also be useful in case
of coherent noise attenuation. For instance, in the RT domain,
ground roll appears as a straight vertical event, placed in a smaller
band in the middle of the image, making filtering more effective.
Manenti & Porsani (2013) observes that it’s not necessary to ap-
ply normal moveout correction before noise attenuated while in
RT domain, even in methods that rely in adjacent traces horizon-
tal coherence, such as Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).

Wavelet transform, as shown in Almeida & Porsani (2013)
and Matos & Osorio (2002) has already been used for ground
roll attenuation, to decompose data in different sub-bands events
in specific orientations, effectively segregating ground roll from
reflections. However, in order to preserve shallow reflections in
data, it’s necessary to apply wavelet transform after normal move-
out correction (Almeida & Porsani, 2013).

This paper proposes a method based on implementation of
both transforms, taking advantage of their unique properties to
build a multiresolution scheme that is suitable for coherent noise
attenuation on most data types and does not possess most of
techniques limitations based on Fourier transform, such as ar-
tifacts. Experimental results in field data show the method effec-
tiveness in attenuating coherent noise.

RADIAL TRANSFORM

Radial transform is a simple seismic data amplitude rearrange-
ment (denoted as S(x, t)), usually placed in distance-time do-
main (XT), to angle-time or velocity-time domain (RT). This
method requires a focus, with coordinate (x0, t0), which will be
the RT angle’s origin. This process can be described as Equation 1
(Henley, 1999).

R {S(x, t)} =
(v, t

′
)→ R−1

{
S
′
(v, t)

}
= S(x, t).

(1)

Parameters t0 and v are described as equations 2 as:

t
′
= t − t0

v =
(x− x0)
(t− t0) . (2)

Although the focus can be placed anywhere in seismogram,
usually it’s best placed on data’s virtual source. Figure 1 shows an
example of focus placement in a seismic shot-gather using split-
spread geometry and radial traces radiating from it. The number
of radial traces in angle-time domain is arbitrary, although it’s
common sense more radial traces leads to better sampling in
angle-time domain.

Figure 1 – Representation of the focus at the virtual source point of a seismic
shot-gather with radial traces irradiating from it.
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For rearranging data amplitudes along radial traces, some
sort of interpolation is necessary. Manenti & Porsani (2013) use
Shepard interpolation with p = 2 (Shepard, 1968), described in
Equation 3,

Ã = w1A1 +w2A2, (3)

where Ã is interpolated amplitude. This interpolation is fairly
easy to implement and has a low computational cost. In our exper-
iments, it’s sufficient to obtain forward and inverse radial trans-
forms with minimal signal loss. Weights w1 and w2 are deter-
mined by Equation 4

wi =
d−2i

d−21 + d
−2
2

, (4)

where d1 and d2 are distance from desired position to sample,
along offset axis.

WAVELET TRANSFORM

Wavelet transform (WT) uses compactly supported functions,
denominated wavelets, in order to represent a given signal. A
wavelet basis is defined as in Equation 5, where a and b are
called dilation and translation coefficients, respectively.

ψ(a, b) =
1√
a
ψ

(
t− b
a

)
. (5)

By making wavelet dilate or contract, wavelet transform al-
lows one to observe the signal at multiple resolution windows
(Daubechies, 1992). Wavelet transform result, or wavelet coeffi-
cients for each pair (a, b), is defined as inner product of wavelet
basis modified by the pair (a, b) and the given signal, as in
Equation 6.

c(a, b) = 〈f(t)|ψ(a, b)〉 =
∫ ∞
−∞

f(t)ψ(a, b)dt. (6)

Because of parameters a and b, wavelet analysis differs sig-
nificantly from conventional Fourier analysis. For instance, short-
time Fourier transform (Cohen, 1989) uses a fixed size window
to analyze the whole data, while wavelet transform uses multiple
windows of different sizes. This approach makes it more suitable
to represent and analyze non-stationary signals, such as seismic
traces. Figure 2 illustrates this concept showing the ideal resolu-
tion for both transforms.

In its discrete bidimensional form, wavelet transform can be
implemented using two different approaches: filter banks (Mal-
lat, 1989) or lifting scheme (Sweldens, 1995). In this work, a fil-
ter bank composed by a low-pass and a high-pass filter is used

in order to decompose an image into various levels, according
to Multiresolution Analysis (Mallat, 1989). The general workflow
for wavelet transform is shown in Figure 3. Decomposition pro-
cedure involves convolution between filters and signal in both
dimensions followed by a downsampling operation, and is iter-
ated on image resulted from low-pass filter. To obtain the recon-
structed signal, it’s sufficient to reverse the flow, using the appro-
priate filters.

Figure 4 reveals wavelet transform results, according to
workflow in Figure 3. Each level of decomposition contains four
sub-bands, which captures different coefficients orientations and
frequencies, which depend on the combination of filters used to
produce the sub-band (Cohen & Chen, 1993).

METHODOLOGY
As seen in Almeida & Porsani (2013) for effective ground roll
suppression, it’s necessary to apply NMO correction prior to
wavelet transform decomposition, in order to preserve shallower
reflections. However, this is not an ideal scenario for noise filter-
ing, as a proper NMO correction needs an accurate velocity esti-
mation, which may not be available. In this work, we rely on radial
transform to rearrange data amplitudes so it’s possible to turn all
linear events into vertical events. This allows us to restrain them
to a very narrow band in the middle of angle-time domain. There-
fore, wavelet transform works more effectively, better separating
noise from signal of interest. In general, our approach uses the
following steps:

• Apply forward radial transform to the data;

• Apply forward wavelet transform to the data;

• Identify and suppress vertical sub-band resulted from
wavelet transform;

• Apply inverse wavelet transform;

• Apply inverse radial transform.

In the following sections, these steps will be used to show
some examples of noise attenuation schemes.

Ground Roll Attenuation

The proposed method was tested using land-based seismic data
from Tacutu basin, located in the North of Brazil. It contains 179
shots recorded in 1001 samples at 4 ms sampling interval. Each
shot has 96 channels, in a split-spread geometry with offsets from
–2500 m to 2500 m and a 50 m spacing between geophones.

Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 34(4), 2016
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(a) (b)

Figure 2 – (a) – Time-frequency resolution of the short-time Fourier transform. (b) – Time-frequency resolution of the wavelet transform.

Figure 3 – Flow for implementing the forward wavelet transform. G(Z) andH(Z) represent the low-pass (L) and high-pass (H ) filters, respectively.

The acquisition has shots interval of 200 m and a CMP coverage
of 12 fold.

After data pre-processing (geometry, mute and remove noisy
traces), we follow the proposed steps for noise filtering. Then,
NMO correction followed by conventional stacking. Due to data’s
low CMP coverage, supergathers are used to improve velocity
analysis and ensure a better velocity function is picked.

It’s pertinent to address wavelet and radial transforms pa-
rameters used in this application. For the radial transform, the
focus is placed in the shot-gather’s virtual source. It was used
an angle aperture between 77 and 102 degrees and a discretiza-
tion of 500 radial traces in angle-time domain, which means that

data is interpolated to 500 traces. For wavelet transform, wavelet
Symlet-6 was used, whose filter bank can be obtained in Da
Silva (2008). We perform wavelet transform using three levels of
decomposition, and vertical sub-band is zeroed in each of those.

Swell Noise Attenuation

It’s straightforward to also test our approach on swell noise con-
taminated data, because of its similarity with ground roll noise.
The procedure for noise attenuation is carried in a similar way as
for ground roll attenuation, changing only radial transform param-
eters. We use 1800 radial traces and an angle aperture between

Revista Brasileira de Geof́ısica, Vol. 34(4), 2016
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Figure 4 – Wavelet transform sub-bands for a three-level decomposition, according to Figure 3.

Figure 5 – Results of filtering using only the wavelet transform: (a) – Original shot-gather. (b) – Filtered shot-gather. (c) – Difference shot-gather.

Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 34(4), 2016
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Figure 6 – Reconstruction fidelity: (a) – Original shot-gather. (b) – Shot-gather after the forward radial

transform. (c) – Shot-gather after the inverse wavelet transform. (d) – Reconstructed shot-gather.

53 and 90 degrees due to the greater number of time samples in
this shot-gather. Also, the transform focus is placed in the shot-
gather origin.

RESULTS

Reconstruction fidelity was tested in our proposed approach.
Figure 5 shows original and reconstructed shot-gathers, along
with original shot-gather in radial domain and after reconstruc-
tion. The reconstruction is successful, and there is no meaningful
difference between original and reconstructed data.

We use the same data for ground roll attenuation experiment.
Figure 6 shows four sub-bands associated with wavelet first level
decomposition. Note that wavelet transform is applied to shot-

gather in radial domain, shown in Figure 5(b). Ground roll is
mostly present in vertical sub-band, effectively separating ground
roll from seismic reflections. In Figure 7, Frequency spectra of
four bands shows that vertical sub-band contains a significant
portion of low frequency, which is associated with ground roll
noise.

Figure 8 shows the reconstruction result after vertical sub-
band is zeroed, along with difference between it and original seis-
mic shot-gather. Ground roll noise is, in fact, attenuated, although
some of it resisted at shallow part of shot-gather. The frequency
spectrum of filtered shot-gather, shown in 9, also indicates that
ground roll is attenuated due to a lower content of low frequencies.
The proposed method’s efficiency can also be confirmed through

Revista Brasileira de Geof́ısica, Vol. 34(4), 2016
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Figure 7 – Wavelet transform sub-bands for land shot-gather: (a) – Softened sub-band. (b) – Vertical sub-band. (c) – Diagonal sub-band. (d) – Horizontal sub-band.

Figure 8 – Frequency spectrum of Figure 6: (a) – Softened sub-band. (b) – Vertical sub-band. (c) – Diagonal sub-band. (d) – Horizontal sub-band.

Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 34(4), 2016
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Figure 9 – (a) – Filtered shot-gather. (b) – Difference between original and filtered shot-gathers.

Figure 10 – Frequency spectrum of Figure 8. (a) – Original shot-gather. (b) – Filtered shot-gather. (c) – Difference shot-gather.

Figures 10 and 11, which features original and filtered stacked
sections, respectively.

Swell-noise application also shows satisfactory results. Orig-
inal shot-gather can be seen in Figure 13(a), while four sub-bands
associated with first level of the wavelet transform are shown
in Figure 14. As expected, most of swell noise is presented in-
side the vertical sub-band. Figure 13(b) presents reconstructed
shot-gather, where swell noise is effectively attenuated. Frequency
spectra displayed in Figure 15 shows low frequency content in
filtered shot-gather is lower than in original shot-gather, also
signaling the swell noise suppression.

CONCLUSIONS

The joint application of radial and wavelet transforms proved to
be an interesting technique for filtering coherent noise, such as
ground roll. Overall, results obtained from the usage of this tech-
nique on Tacutu basin data and on swell noise contaminated
shot-gather had equivalent response with most of the ongoing
ground roll filtering techniques, with its low computational cost as
a major positive factor, considering that we used two transforms.
Other possible application would be random noise attenuation,
which could further consolidate the technique as a viable option.
We leave this application for future work.

Revista Brasileira de Geof́ısica, Vol. 34(4), 2016
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Figure 11 – (a) – Original stacked section.

Figure 12 – (a) – Filtered stacked section using the method proposed in this work.

Figure 13 – (a) – Original shot-gather. (b) – Filtered shot-gather. (c) – Difference shot-gather.

Brazilian Journal of Geophysics, Vol. 34(4), 2016
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Figure 14 – Wavelet transform sub-bands for marine shot-gather: (a) – Softened sub-band. (b) – Vertical sub-band. (c) – Diagonal sub-band.

(d) – Horizontal sub-band.

Revista Brasileira de Geof́ısica, Vol. 34(4), 2016
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Figure 15 – Frequency spectrum of Figure 13: (a) – Original shot-gather. (b) – Filtered shot-gather. (c) – Difference shot-gather.

One of the possible limitations of the technique is low quan-
tity of radial traces that can be used in the radial transform part
of the technique. The radial traces amount control the fidelity of
seismic data representation in angle-time domain, and it should
be used in direct proportion to duration of acquisition, or time
samples number in a shot-gather. Unfortunately, it wasn’t pos-
sible to apply the technique with success using more than 500
radial traces in the ground roll example and 1800 radial traces
on the swell noise example, which we consider to be a low num-
ber for the amount of time samples in each of those shot-gathers.
This could greatly impair the application of this method in sec-
tions bearing large acquisition times, specially in marine data.
Our current effort is to overcome this limitation, as to make this
technique more robust and applicable on sections with any num-
ber or time samples.
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